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11 Introduction
Wireless networking and in particular Wi-Fi1 or 802.11b[12] have become increas-
ingly popular technologies of late with hundreds of commercial stand-alone hot-spots
being setup in many major cities. Community wireless networks such as those afliated
with FreeNetworks.org2 are using the same technology to create free to use wide area
wireless networks, bypassing the traditional wired local loop and allowing communica-
tion on a peer to peer basis.
Such networks introduce challenges in their design at the radio layer and in their
requirements for routing, this are the areas I intend to investigate with my research.
2 Background
2.1 Mesh Networks
In his paper[13] Shepard introduces the concept of a rooftop network, such networks
use low power wireless equipment placed on the rooftops of many buildings to communi-
cate withothernearbynodesasshowningure 1. Nodesforward trafc co-operativelyfor
each other, thus it's possible for communication to occur between any 2 connected nodes
on the network even though they may not have a direct connection with one-another. This
is the area in which I initiallyfocused my research, I intendedto see if such networks were
practical and if so what routing protocols would be suitable for use in such a network.
Figure 1: An example of a mesh network
1The Wi-Fi alliance, http://www.weca.net/
2FreeNetworks.org is a voluntary cooperative association dedicated to education, collaboration, and
advocacy of the creation of free digital network infrastructures. http://freenetworks.org
22.2 802.11b
802.11b utilises the 2.4GHz spectrum for radio communication, this a public fre-
quency in many countries and is typically limited to low power usage, in the UK the
maximum transmit power is 100mW EIRP (effective transmit power after aerial gain).
Naturally this severely restricts the range of such equipment, especially when there is no
direct line of sight between stations, typical distances are 2km line of sight or up to 500m
otherwise depending on the obstructions.
802.11b is typically deployed as one more more access points connected to a single
wired backbone network, wireless clients connect to the access point with the strongest
signal and can freely migrate between APs with no loss of connectivity. There is no
direct communication between the access points via the wireless medium, handovers are
handled via the wired backbone.
Obviously this is a radically different deployment to the rooftop network described
previously, however the 802.11 specication includes 2 other approaches which may be
more suitable.
The rst is Ad-Hoc mode. This is a standard feature present in client adapters, it is de-
signed to allow communication to occur directly between clients without a co-ordinating
access point. The radio layer assumes that all clients are within range of each other and
thus does not re-transmit packets, however it is possible to over-come this restriction by
forcing hosts to re-transmit at the IP layer. Ad-Hoc mode is not ideally suited for large
networks though as it's nodes attempt to form a virtual network known as an IBSS. Each
IBSS has an ID taken from the MAC address of the station which created it, nodes which
join the IBSS use this ID to identify it and provided that at least 1 node remains run-
ning the ID will continue to exist. Thus issues arrive with the merging of multiple IBSS
networks, for example when 2 initially disconnected networks become linked by a new
host then they will not merge as one might expect, instead the new host must choose one
network or the other.
The alternative to ad-hoc is wireless bridging, this is present in most access points and
is often used to connected 2 wired networks together via a point to point wireless bridge.
2 basic variations are supported, point to point and point to multi-point,only access points
in point to point mode can connect to those in multi-point mode. However typically when
an access point is in bridging mode it generally ceases to function as an access point, that
is wireless clients can no longer connect to it, although it should be noted that this is a
software limitation not a protocol one.
2.3 Community Wireless
Communitywireless is a movementwithin networking akin to open source in the soft-
ware industry, it involves using wireless to create open, free to use, multi-hopmeshed net-
works. Currently most community wireless efforts are concerned with sharing broadband
Internet connections, this is particularly popular in rural areas where cheap broadband is
not available and wireless can be used to share a single leased line between many homes.
3In cities and towns there is less motivation since broadband connectivity is already
widely available, however if rooftop networks could provide an alternative wireless back-
bone of several MBit this would entice many more users. Potential uses of such networks
include providing free telephony via VoIP, free Internet access for students via a Univer-
sity VPN and pervasive wireless connectivity on the street and in public areas.
2.4 Traditional IP routing
Routing protocols require a strict hierarchical architecture in order to scale efciently,
a typical example would be the aggregation between Department, Organisation, ISP and
nally the global Internet. Without such aggregation the Internet could not function, as of
July 2003 there are 143,033 routing prexes announced on the Internet 3 compared to an
estimated 171,638,297 hosts4.
It shouldbe noted thatmanystillconsider the current routingtable to be un-acceptably
large, consequently with IPv6 additional tiers of connectivity are enforced to try and en-
courage more levels of aggregation and thus less routing overhead.
3 Related work
3.1 Location Based Addressing
The use of geographic data for routing is a well established mechanism for dealing
with large scale networks. It was rst discussed by Gregory Finn in 1987[5] as a mech-
anism for dealing with Metropolitan scale networks by using latitude and longitude as
components of a hosts network address. Given the wide use of IP in todays networks
such a drastically different addressing mechanism would likely be un-practical, however
convergence of geographic addressing with IP and in particular IPv6 is briey discussed
in [7], IPv6 addresses are sufciently large that it's possible to encode the location data in
the address itself.
In his Internet Draft[6] Tony Hain demonstrates this very principle, showing how ge-
ographic locations can be used to form a provider independent address. As an example
20 bits of address space can be used to cover a region of approx 26 square km at a resolu-
tion of 6.4m square. The mechanism detailed also makes use of bit interleaving, meaning
that shorter prexes cover large areas, as more bits are used the accuracy increases. For
example 16 bits refer to an area 104km2 in size, 32 bits 407m2 and 44 bits just 6.4m2.
3.2 Cartesian Routing
In his work on Metropolitan area networks Finn envisaged a scenario where city
blocks were linked to each other directly rather than via the Internet and an ISP as is
3As of July 2003, see http://www.cidr-report.org/
4Based on the numberof DNS hostnames as of Jan 2003, see http://www.isc.org/ds/WWW-200301/
index.html
4commonplace today. Although Finn was considering wired links the basic principles of
geographic forwarding that he outlines are still applicable to wireless medium.
His proposal was that packets are forwarded greedily, that is to a neighbour nearer to
the destination than the current node, until no such node exists or the packet has reached
it's destination. If no closer node exists then it is assumed that there is an obstacle and
the current node oods the packet to all of it's neighbours until a node with a neighbour
closer to the destination is reached and greedy forwarding can be resumed, as shown in
gure 2.
Figure 2: Flooding in Cartesian Routing
Flooding is an inefcient solution as it wastes bandwidth not only by the nature of
the ood itself but also through duplication of packets when multiple routes around the
obstacle are found. The ooding radius diameter is limited to help reduce this, however
as a consequence thus the protocol will fail to nd a link if the closer node lay outside the
ood radius.
3.3 GPSR
In his thesis[10] Brad Carp outlines a more efcient solution to routing around obsta-
cles as part of the routing protocol GPSR. GPSR actively maps outages, creating a planar
graph (no crossing edges) of the nodes encircling the void. When a packet is in perimeter
node it is forwarded alongthe edges of thisgraph untilgreedy forwarding can be resumed,
see gure 3. Nodes on the edges of voids have knowledge about the size and shape of the
outage, thus they can intelligentlyforward packets around the void in the correct direction
to minimise the number of hops.
Figure 3: Perimeter forwarding in GPSR
5GPSR will never fail to reach a connected node, however it's possible to demonstrate
situations where non-optimal routes are chosen, this is particularly the case where net-
works are sparsely connected as in gure 4.
Figure 4: Extra hops incurred by greedy forwarding
GPSR assumes all link speeds are equal, therefore higher capacity links will not be
utilised unless they are on the trajectory to the destination. With a wide range of wireless
standards of varying speed becoming available it is likely that large scale wireless net-
works will use links of varying speeds, routing protocols should be able to identify and
exploit such links. The same reasoning applies to longer distance links which may exist
due to the use of point to point equipment and directional antenna, see gure 5.
Figure 5: Failure to utilise faster/longer links
The perimeter forwarding model is also inefcient. Shorter routes could be achieved
by altering the trajectory of packets before they reach an obstruction which would also
avoid network congestion at void edges. Additionally the planar graph created to accu-
rately forward around the perimeter of voids drastically reduces the number of poten-
tial links between nodes, therefore packets may incur additional hops when in perimeter
mode.
3.4 Fisheye State Routing
Fisheye State Routing (FSR)[8] is based on a link state protocol, that is whenever a
link is added to or removed from the network notications are propagated outward and
nodes update their routing tables. To enhance scalability the Fisheye protocol propagates
updates slower as the distance from the source increases, consequently routing updates do
not ood the entire network, if mobility is high then obsolete data will be dropped at outer
nodes due to these forwarding delays. Although distant nodes may have incorrect rout-
ing information as packets approach their destination the accuracy of the routing tables
increases, compensating for this.
Fisheye is primarily designed as a mechanism to reduce routing trafc in networks
with highmobilityrates which is nota large issuein rooftop networks, howeverthe design
philosophy is an elegant one which may be of use in different contexts.
63.5 Clustering
Clustering has been used in several protocols[3],[8] and is an extension of the clubs
algorithm[11]. Clustering is the process by which individual nodes group themselves
dynamically, there are several mechanisms to do this, including simply emulating the
wireless topology (where clusters represent a group of directly connected nodes), or by
some algorithmic method such as that described in [11].
In HSR the clustering process is repeated recursively to form multiple layers of clus-
ters, Level 0 is the physical layer, Level 1 clusters comprise solely of the Level 0 leaders
(cluster heads), Level 2 of the Level 1 leaders and so on, 2 levels of clustering are shown
in 6. Clusters are comprised of 2 basic node types, gateway nodes and internal nodes,
gateway nodes are present wherever 2 clusters meet, they are responsible for forwarding
trafc between the 2 cluster heads.
Addressing in HSR is directly linked to the hierarchical structure and is dened as
being the sequence of MAC addresses of nodes that must be traversed to reach the desti-
nation node from the highest level.
Figure 6: Clustering. Leaders are black squares, and gateways are white circles.
4 Work to date
4.1 Simulation
My initial work concentrated on ways in which GPSR routing could be improved, in
particular I wanted to remove the location service through use of IPv6 and deal with voids
or outages in a more intelligent way by diverting packets in advance.
In order to test and help prototype my work I would need a simulator, my initial re-
quirements were support of IPv6, ability for nodes to be aware of their location, rapid
prototyping and good visualisation. I investigated several available simulators including
7HLSIM/Gunk[2, 1], NS-2[4], and GloMoSim[15] but rejected all of them as in one way
or another they would have required fairly substantial enhancement to meet my criteria.
Instead I choose to develop a basic simulator in Java, although this would be slower for
large scale simulations this was not (yet) my main concern, it allowed me to quickly pro-
totype different algorithms and since I was designing from scratch I could easily provide
information such as location to nodes on the network.
Using this simulator I began rst to try and repeat the work done in GPSR, following
this I planned to extend the protocol to address the problems I identied previously. I
have successfully implemented basic greedy forwarding without the use of a location
service by embedding the location within the IPv6 destination address and had begun to
investigate the mapping of voids in order to intelligently route around them.
4.2 Deployment
IhavebeeninvolvedwiththedeploymentofSOWN5,theSouthamptonOpenWireless
Network, a local community wireless effort. We have developed our own infrastructure
based on the rooftop network approach, using an open source Linux driver known as
HostAP6. For routing we use OSPF 7 (a traditional routing protocol) since our network
topology is both static and still relatively small this has sufced.
4.2.1 Automatic linking
HostAP allows wireless cards based on the prism2 chipset to function as an access
point whilst simultaneously linking to neighbours using wireless bridging, this process
can beautomatedallowingnew nodestobe added withoutadditionalconguration. These
links appear as new virtual interfaces to the operating system referred to as WDS inter-
faces, WDS is the name given to the 802.11 frame type used during wireless bridging.
In order for IP layer communication to occur these interfaces need to be assigned
IPs, unfortunately OSPF requires that they are unique and have proper subnet masks,
consequently we were unable to simply re-use a single IP and add a host route to the
neighbour via the relevant WDS interface. Individual subnets per interface were required,
to automate this I implemented a small daemon which uses reverse APR to address the
interfaces, /30 subnetsare allocated from a poolof addresses unique to that node. The rst
usable IP is used for the local interface and the second for the remote, the host with the
greater MAC address runs a reverse ARP server, the other runs as a client which requests
an IP.
Once the addresses has been assigned OSPF becomes active on the interface and links
are exchanged with the new peer.
5The Southampton Open Wireless Network, http://www.sown.org.uk
6HostAP, http://hostap.epitest.fi/
7RFC 2328: OSPF Version 2, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2328.txt
84.2.2 Bandwidth
My involvementin SOWN had gave me an opportunity to test the bandwidth available
over wireless networks. At it's widest point, currently 3 hops, we were surprised to see
that the throughput was only approximately 1Mbit, compared to the 3 to 4 Mbit available
between each hop (note that these are actual throughput, not raw 802.11b speeds).
Further investigation into this shows that the reason for the poor throughput has to
do with radio propagation issues and the mechanisms employed by 802.11 to tackle the
hidden node problem. The RF spectrum by denition is a shared medium between all
hosts, therefore when 1 host is transmitting all others must be silent else there will be
interference. The hidden node problem occurs when you have 3 or more nodes, 2 of
which are out of range of each other as shown in gure 7.
Figure 7: A and C must not transmit at the same time if either is destined for B
When host A transmits, host C must be silent in order to avoid collisions at B, to
solve this 802.11 uses a virtual carrier sense mechanism known as RTS/CTS. Before
transmitting data a host should send an RTS message to the destination, if the destination
considers the wireless medium to be available then it responds with a CTS and the data is
transmitted. Whenever a host hears an RTS or CTS message it will consider the medium
to be busy, thus returning to the original example collisions are avoided.
In the context of a wireless mesh a single hop has the full link bandwidthavailable, the
addition of a second hop requires B to re-transmit therefore capacity is halved and at the
3rd hop capacity is reduced yet again to 1/3rd. This is because before transmitting C will
send an RTS to D, B will receive this message and thus consider the wireless medium to
be busy, hence when A sends an RTS to B it will get no response as B knows the medium
is in use, as shown in gure 8. If B allowed A to transmit then it is unlikely to receive an
un-corrupted frame since there will be interference from C's transmission to D.
Figure 8: B knows the wireless medium is in use so will not permit A to TX
9Only once we reach the 4th hop can we do 2 simultaneous transmissions. However
the problem is exasperated further when the bi-directional nature of TCP is considered,
gure 9 shows that when D transmits to C (as TCP ACKs require), A should not transmit
to B. This is because radio layer ACKs from C will interfere at B.
Figure 9: A and C must not transmit at the same time if either is destined for B
Given these results I began to question how practical a single radio 802.11b wireless
mesh network is. An obvious solution to increase bandwidth would be to use higher base
speeds as provided by 802.11g and 802.11a, however both of these require high signal
strengths to achieve the faster bit-rates which are un-realistic over distances of several
hundred meters or more.
Itisinterestingtocomparethesegures withthe resultsachievedbyGerlaet al[9]who
simulated massive falloffs in throughput when using the FAMA MAC (which they cite as
being similar to 802.11). With a channel data rate of 2Mbps they simulated throughput
of just 355Kbps over 3 hops with a TCP window size of 1, when this was increased to
32KB the throughput dropped to just 71Kbps. All of our experiments were conducted
with window sizes of 64KB, I have yet to investigate the reason for this large discrepancy.
There is no straightforward answer tothis problem, I'm currently investigatinga more
centralised/cellular approach where a single node is placed on a tall building to which lots
of clients can connect to using directional antenna. These central nodes are linked with
high speed backbone connections, either wired or point to point wireless.
4.3 Related work
I have been involved in 2 other projects related to my research, the Ambient Wood and
Floodnet. Ambient Wood is a sub-project of the Equator IRC 8, about creating playful
learning experiences. The infrastructure requires the deployment of a battery powered
ad-hoc wireless network infrastructure which supports mobility of clients. Floodnet 9
is concerned with the deployment of an ad-hoc wireless sensor network for monitoring
water depth in rivers with the goal of predicting ood events.
The ambient wood network is identical to that deployed in SOWN, client mobility is
handled by transparent mobile IP software10, the network provided a marked improve-
ment over the previous design which used bridging code and suffered brief outages when-
ever a client moved (mobility was detected as topology changes).
8The EQUATOR Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration. http://www.equator.ac.uk/
9FloodNet, http://envisense.org/floodnet/
10TMip: Transparent Mobile IP, http://www.slyware.com/projects_tmip.shtml
10The FloodNet network is still in development, although the basic approach of single
radio repeater nodes is the same, as is the hardware used. A FloodNet could in theory be
a very large network spanning many km of a river and comprising of hundreds of nodes,
the main requirement in FloodNet are rapid convergence as the nodes may only be in an
active state for brief periods of time, and a small memory/CPU footprint as it needs to run
on embedded PDA like devices.
5 Future work
5.1 Improving Geographic Routing
It is becoming clear to me that in wireless networks containing voids nodes require
knowledge of the topology to optimise routing, at a local scale intimate knowledge is
required but as distance to the destination increases only very large voids would need to
be known. This is in line with the principles behind FSR, where local topology is better
known than distant ones.
5.1.1 Geo-Hierarchy
Node clustering as employed by HSR seems to meet these needs whilst providing an
excellent mechanism for scaling, I have begun to investigate how the addressing mecha-
nism could be IP based rather than using a series of MAC addresses. In IPv4 one could
envisage a Level 0 cluster representing a /24 subnet, Level 1 is /16 and so on. The main
challenge here would be allocating clusters non-conicting address ranges, especially in
the context of a rooftop network where sites may initially be in a disconnected state and
thus unable to detect address conicts.
I believe that IPv6 geographic addressing could be used to tackle this, the geographic
addressing scheme presented previously could address square areas at set intervals of
6.4m using 44 bits of network address. 4 such areas in a square can be aggregated into a
40 bit prex, this process repeats reducing the prex length by 4 bits with each iteration.
I propose that clusters should aim to form on these prex boundaries, which bound-
aries are used depends on node density and radio range, based on my experiences with
802.11b a 1.6km2 area (28 bit prex) may be a appropriate for Level 0 cluster formation.
Consecutive cluster levels would be located every 8 bits meaning they cover areas of 26,
417 and 6667km2 respectively.
These represent the ideal (maximum) size for a cluster to reach, it may only achieve
this if it has internal connectivity with every node inside the area dened by it's prex.
If a cluster cannot reach it's optimal size then it should still exchange routing with
neighbours of an equivalent level, however it should only advertise a route for it's actual
area. As more nodes appear connectivity will improve and it should be possible for the
cluster to reach it's optimal size aggregating with it's neighbours, hence denser networks
will actually have smaller routing tables than sparse ones.
115.1.2 Geographic with Void Identication
Whilst the geo-hierarchy approach looks promising it requires nodes to hold some
degree of state, especially if the networks are large but very sparse (with many areas
lacking complete internal connectivity). Over the past 4-5 years there has been a lot of
interest in Smart Dust[14] these are tiny computing devices typically with some sensing
and networking capability. Such devices would require a routing protocol with minimal
overheads in terms of state.
I intend to investigate a modication to the basic geographic, GPSR like approach
and pro-actively identify voids in the network coverage, such voids could be mapped and
their size calculated. This data could then be proporgated through the network until it was
no longer needed. One such test for determining this information might be If I have a
packet destined to the opposite side of the void, does this information affect which node I
would select as the next hop, if yes then the node stores the void data and forwards it, if
not then the data can be safely discarded.
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